While climate change is already a real issue in many parts of the world, it is even more threatening the well-being of future generations. The SDG 1.5 explicitly aims to reduce the vulnerability and exposure to climate related hazards by 2030. The World Risk Index (WRI) is one well-respected approach in profiling countries risk to natural hazard. To effectively monitor development and detect decision points on the climate resilience pathway, data of high resolution in space and time about the world's countries is of urgent importance. The World Risk Index will guide the supervised learning part resulting in an indicator set derived from OpenStreetMap (OSM) tags, establishing on one hand an open risk index and adding deep explanatory power to its components by a qualitative discussion of the OSM themes. The second part explores with unsupervised algorithms the inherent characteristic of country groups classified by the open risk index and deduces common patterns of socio-economic vulnerability. Hence, the inherent challenge of this work is to substitute existing static indicators with new dynamic indicators, not only substituting them but also painting a more detailed picture. Moreover, new data sources still questioned often by their reliability compared to World Bank or census data, and therefore its opportunities are neglected instead of critically exploring the potential. This unique combination is not done yet and bares huge potential moreover united with the open source geo community to contribute a little piece of the puzzle for achieving the SDG 1.5.
INTRODUCTION
Climate change is threatening human well-being in many parts of the world, as it often results in an interaction of natural hazards with the vulnerability of the society leading to disastrous impacts. While understanding the meteorological processes in the light of the unstationarity of climate change and its changing patterns, knowledge on the vulnerability as result of resilience and exposure becomes crucial in the process of adaptation (Birkmann 2006) . Billions spent across Europe for structural protection measures have shown to result in higher monetary losses, partially explained with increased values exposed (Fuchs et al. 2017) . Showing the need to for better informed decisions. Indicators are one way to assess, evaluate and monitor vulnerability and risk (Mach et al. 2016 , Queiroz de Almeida et al. 2016 ). The WorldRiskIndex developed by Birkmann and Welle in cooperation with Alliance Development Works (see Birkmann et al. 2011 ) is one approach of operationalization of the risk formula (IPCC 2012) on country level for 171 countries. The index is based on 28 indicators from different global open data sources. The framework captures several facets of risk and the analysis allows to deduce profiles for countries showing problems in their coping capacity and susceptibility (Birkmann et al. 2011 , Welle & Birkmann 2015 a/b, Birkmann & Welle 2016 , Feldmeyer, Birkmann & Welle 2018 . This understanding of risk and vulnerability helps making better informed decisions; by selecting the right adaptation measures and monitoring its progress. The analysis of the World Risk data from 2012 -2017 shows that despite a slide decrease in risk, the continental region of Oceania falls behind. Moreover, a high persistence of vulnerability in many African countries and its slow improvement, suggests that third-world countries are likely not able to implement integrated risk management strategies fast enough in the face of climate change (Feldmeyer, Birkmann & Welle 2018 ). Many more approaches exist for assessing vulnerability showing the complexity of the phenomenon (Cutter et al. 2003 , Birkmann 2006 , Karagiorgos et al. 2016 , Jamshed et al. 2017 , Sorg et al. 2018 . Despite the century of information, a lack of data is existing for measuring social capacities (Sorg et al. 2017) . The social and crowd sourced OpenStreetMap database shows a huge potential for adding social aspects to the official governmental statistics with high spatial resolution. However, to the authors knowledge, a vulnerability index based on OSM has not yet been developed. Hence, this paper is exploring the potential of this unique geodatabase to assess and evaluate global vulnerability.
Consequently, the following objectives are targeted:
• Developing a methodology for data handling of the global OSM dataset and deducing country statistics.
• Developing a data driven machine learning methodology to model countries vulnerability to natural hazards.
• What are the main tags (key & value) and keys explaining vulnerability on a country scale?
METHODOLOGY

OSM data
For this study, we count the numbers of unique tags from OSM nodes per country and statistically compare the counts with vulnerability indicators used in the World Risk Index. Although the spatial coverage and information density of OSM data varies across the world in relation to the number and performance of the national and regional contributors, its big advantage remains in the accessibility of a standardized global dataset. The statistic were done in RStudio with R and several extensions (RStudio Team 2018 , R Core Team 2019 . Connecting to the database with the RPostgres package (Wickham, Ooms & Müller 2018) . To reduce the high dimensionality of the data, three steps were taken: Indicators with only low coverage of the world were removed. The threshold was set to >50% coverage. Indicators with zero and near zero variance were also excluded. At last, the pair-wise correlation was calculated and in case of > 0.7 removed (Kuhn et al 2017) .
Statistical Learning
In general, statistical learning is divided into supervised learning and unsupervised learning. Supervised in the sense that the response is known, and we want to predict the response or understand the relationship of the predictors (inference) (James et al. 2013 ).
Supervised learning:
Roughly speaking two categories of supervised learning methods exist, linear and non-linear methods. Linear models often are more robust and also a higher predictive accuracy than non-linear models like e.g. trees. But, linear models assume a linear relation and additivity. The Generalized Additive Models (GAM) are somehow in between. Allowing non-linearity but still assuming additivity. For exploring the data in face of unknown relation the "Lasso Regression" for linear and "Random Forest" for moving beyond linearity were selected.
Lasso Regression:
Lasso regression is similar to ridge regression. Whereas in ridge regression all predictors are kept in the model and a shrinkage parameter determines their influence but never is Zero. Lasso regression uses a l1 penalty forcing parameters to zero when the tuning parameter is large enough.
(1) James et al. 2013 The "glmnet" package by Friedman, Hastie & Tibshirani (2010) is used to model the lasso regression. The data is split into training and test data, by randomly selecting 50% of the rows as training data. The best lambda is chosen by 10-fold cross validation.
Trees:
Decision trees have some advantages and disadvantages over linear regression. First of all, decision trees are non-linear classifier in contrast to linear regression. Trees are understood very well also by non-statisticians as the graphical display is easy to understand. Simple trees can be sensitive to even small changes in data and have lower predictive accuracy. To overcome those shortcoming bagging, random forest and boosting of trees was developed and can substantially increase their performance (James et al. 2013 ).
As previous the data is split into training and test data. In a first exploratory step to get also a baseline and interpret the result of random forest a regression tree is calculated with the "tree" package (Ripley 2014) . Secondly, for improving the result the regression tree is pruned. A very large tree is very likely to over fit the data and consequently a smaller tree could be favourable in means of variance at the cost of bias. One method is to grow a large tree and then to prune it back with the weakest link method.
Random Forest takes the advantages of the tree method and improves the weakness by building a forest. Each time when building a tree a bootstrapped training sample is taken. At each split also only a random sample of predictors is selected. This ensures that not one very strong predictor dominates all trees. The randomForest() function by Liaw and Wiener (2002) is on implementation of the method. 
Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning summarizes method which do not predict a specific output, like vulnerability. They are method to reduce dimensions and uncover relations of the data. The question set up in this paper is, which factors of OSM are related to high vulnerable countries.
Principal Component Analysis: Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) is beside Cluster Analysis one of the most common unsupervised methods, although can be also applied in a supervised way for e.g. regression.
Important for PCA is the data pre-processing as the scale influences the components and hence the data need to be normalized. The caret package provides the preProcess() function including the method "pca". The prcomb() function within the kazaam package is applied for the PCA (Schmidt et al 2017) .
World Risk Index
The World Risk Index by Birkmann is one operationalization of the risk formula (Figure 2 ). On the left side the exposure component is built by five indicators describing human exposure to natural hazards (earthquake, cyclones, floods, droughts, sea level rise). It is the physical exposure of people per country on an annual average basis, reflecting the probability of the event (Welle & Birkmann 2015) . The socio-economic vulnerability (Table 1) 
RESULTS
The results are described in the logic given by the methodology. Starting with the dimensionality reduction, followed by the linear model of the lasso regression, moving beyond this linearity and concluding by detection of unsupervised patterns via PCA within the data.
Dimension reduction
Two datasets were derived, and results obtained based on them. First data set referred to as World Countries Tag Counts (Tags) with each country one row and 1341 columns representing each tag a column and the count of the tag per country as the value. As can be seen in the example of the 10 country and 3 columns shown in. Data set two is referred to as World Country Key Counts (Keys) the columns are merged per key and the counts of the value summed up for the count of the key. Which results in a much smaller dataset regarding columns of 110 but higher completeness.
After running the dimension reduction on the Tags, 99 tags as indicators remind. For the Keys, 27 variables remain and for Europe surprisingly only 35 variables are left compared to the 99 of the world. Finally, the counts per country were normalized by its population and min max normalization, so that all values are between 0 and 1.
Lasso regression
The Lasso models linear combinations of the predictors on the response, in our case vulnerability. The lasso penalty "ell 1" shrinks the coefficients of some predictors exactly to zero reducing the predictors set and making the interpretation easier. The best Lambda is chosen by ten-fold cross validation of the training data.
The Mean-Squared-Error for the lambda selection cross validation process with the Keys data is forced to zero. As more and more predictors are forced to zero the error is reduced. Hence, it suggests that the relation of tag counts and vulnerability is not linear and a linear model therefore not appropriate for capturing it. Figure 3 shows the same Lambda selection for the Tags data. The Lambda is not pushed all to zero but nevertheless it suggests the pattern of the Keys, as it's the same data just split into the counts of key value pairs. In order to allow for non-linearity between counts per country and vulnerability a tree approach is chosen.
Trees
For all following trees as well as random forest, the columns of the two datasets served as predictors vulnerability of the World Risk Index as response variable.
Modelling vulnerability based on Key count per country:
Three steps are run for each of the three datasets. First a simple regression tree is built. Second, this tree is pruned for better robustness and less variance. Third, a random forest is grown allowing multiple trees.
The performance of the trees on the Keys data. In a first simple step a regression tree was calculated (Figure 4) Pruning the regression tree to increase robustness and balance for the variance-bias trade-off is shown in Figure 5 . This shows also the most relevant attributes for describing vulnerability with counts per key and country, which are traffic_signals, operator_type, traffic calming and frequency.
Figure 5. Pruned tree Keys
The 13 most important predictors for the random forest are shown in Table 2 . The results come not as a surprise after the regression tree and the pruned tree. Nevertheless, the table gives a more detailed picture and in depth interpretation. The X.IncMSE is the increase in the MSE of the prediction, estimated by the out of bag cross validation. Again traffic_signals is the most important. Followed by traffic_calming, operator.type and landuse. Frequency appears slightly lower compared to the pruned tree.
Interesting is the last key with fire_hydrant.dyameter in the light of natural hazard and vulnerability. Such data are not in official country records. 
Modelling vulnerability based on tag count per country:
The database for the previous results were counts per key and country, which is a simple dimension reduction, additional to statistical dimension reduction. The following section now explores counts per tag as predictors of vulnerability.
In Figure 7 the regression tree of the Tags is split by shop_yes. The random forest model goes hand in hand with the first two and fourth tag. Third tag although is amenity_shower. The tag swimming_pool appears much lower (Table 3) . Compared to the World Risk Index 65% of the countries are in the same category.
IncMSE
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Unsupervised learning explores underlying structures and combines sub-sets into new reduced dimensions. The 20 most vulnerable countries are selected and explored with the unreduced key counts and tag counts, 110 indicators respectively 1341 indicators. Afterwards zero and near zero variance predictors removed.
PCA Keys:
The PCA is in the caret package part of the pre-processing function (Kuhn et al 2017) . The function is set to explain 70% of the variance within the data. The PCA for the keys resulted in seven components ( 
Moving from vulnerability to risk
Modelling the exposure component of the World Risk Index only 35% of the countries were correctly classified. It was expected that the probability of affected people is not dependent on structural elements. Hurricanes, floods, drought and sea level rise are not map elements. But shouldn´t they be?
Mapping Open Risk and World Risk:
To Map the open risk index, the exposure from the World Risk is taken and combined by multiplying it with the key-based random forest model representing vulnerability. 
DISCUSSION
The approach provided meaningful insights into three questions: A) global country data deduced from OSM B) statistical learning for predicting vulnerability C) global vulnerability. Firstly, the tag count per country seemed mostly influenced by the OSM coverage of this country. Population or absolute count could not remove this effect entirely. Additional spellings and translations could not be assessed during this study. These limitations need further consideration for global analysis. However, global datasets are sparse and the global coverage of the OSM data, combined with its availability represent a huge potential for risk management evaluation and global climate change adaptation studies. Secondly, in this study the vulnerability index was considered as truth. However, uncertainties remain and further research on the propagation of these unknowns could clarify interpretations. As such, negative correlated indicators potentially exist and need to be further pointed out to improve the explanatory power of the indicators and by this of the risk index. Thus, there might remain hidden or obscured effects through the characteristic of the dataset and the current approach. Thirdly, hazard could not be modelled. Therefore, the question remains if the information extracted from OSM does not yet include information which explicitly or implicitly is related to exposure or the methodology applied was not able to uncover those structures. Fourthly, the WorldRiskIndex is on a continuous scale from zero to one. Another way instead could be also to model not the vulnerability index value but to classify instead or model its components separately and then also index them. Fourthly, the preliminary results suggest that on a country scale its vulnerability can be approximated based OSM map elements and match key elements of the World Risk Index vulnerability (Table 1) . Several infrastructure related tags (traffic_signals, traffic_calming, toll, smoothness) could be seen as approximation for the development of the country (ECONOMIC CAPACITY AND INCOME) but also the ability of the government to provide public goods (GOVERNMENT AND AUTHORITES, PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE). POVERTY AND DEPENDENCIES, MEDICAL SERVICES and HEALTH, are predicted by leisure, health and sport keys and tags (cuisine, leisure_ swimming pool, sport_basketball). Disaster preparedness not covered in the World Risk Index due to lack of data might be approximated by shelter_public or fire_hydrant.diameter. Hence, not only vulnerability can be estimated but also the thematically important themes are covered by the prediction models. Fifthly, the preliminary results of the PCA suggest that vulnerability can be explained by Health, Infrastructure Quality/Traffic Control and Shelter mainly. Argumentum e contrario considering the global effort in reducing vulnerability showing the importance of investments into health, infrastructure but also shelter for risk preparedness. More in general related to leisure and tourism the importance of a strong middle class. Lastly, having said this, the focus of the study was to develop a methodology and find preliminary variables explaining vulnerability. In a second step beyond the scope of this paper now, the results need to be further tested.
CONCLUSION
The OpenRiskIndex is the first approach modelling socioeconomic vulnerability to natural hazards with statistical learning based on the OSM database. Using counts per country as predictors is a possibility to deduce meaningful information without a super computer from the global OSM dataset. The price paid is of course the spatial explicitness (resolution). Supervised and unsupervised statistical learning proved to be able to model country socio-economic characteristics of vulnerability. Most significant dimensions were regarding health, infrastructure and economic capacity for explaining vulnerability. Although questions remain and could not be addressed in this study, OSM seems to offer the possibility of effectively monitoring changes in global vulnerability. Compared to country statistics and global databases where indicators often include a time lack and moreover are based on different years, covering or delaying the detection of trends, the very much alive OSM might be able to provide better coverage of a changing world. Socio-economic indicators can provide valuable insides. Hence robust OSM based indicators for the SDG´s, vulnerability and risk. Further research although is needed to develop a commonly accepted methodology and a global open source database with computational power to overcome the limitation of desktop pcs and fully explore the possibilities.
